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Studies: End Matter

issue brigham young university studies completes its
most successful year ever the editor and editorial board want to thank
you our subscribers and writers who have made the new BYU studies
possible we hope that we have honored your trust and given you
spiritually and intellectually challenging and stimulating articles
articlesiwhere
where
we have seen the need to criticize we have criticized but we have
refused to criticize without offering a constructive alternate we agree
with former president of the united nations general assembly the
distinguished charles malik
the struggle for peace in this issue
that the scourge of this century and especially this generation is the
analyst who analyzes who dissects and tears apart and stops there
critical synthesis still remains the more difficult task to perform but
it makes the more valid contribution

with this

LOOKING TOWARD NEXT YEAR
As a special art feature each issue of the 196869
1968 69 volume will have
a full color reproduction of one of the outstanding art works in the
BYU permanent art collection
following are just some of the articles planned for publication
1968 1969 volume of BYU studies
in the 19681969

the enigma of

egyptian religion
A new view of the inspired revision
of the bible
reflections on the nature of
mormon art
mormon political involvement in ohio

hugh nibley
robert J matthews
merrill bradshaw
max H parkin

new look at the alleged little
smith
joseph
known discourse by josephsmith
Josep hSmith
iceland the land of song and saga

kenneth W godfrey

israel in conflict

daniel ludlow

A

loftur bjarnason

EXTRA SPECIAL

the

entire spring 1969 issue of BYU studies will be devoted
to mormon history in new york guest edited by the institute of
mormon studies dr truman G madsen director

the

issues planned for the 1968
69 volume of BYU studies
196869
promise to be even more challenging and thought provoking than this

years WE INVITE YOU TO RENEW YOUR
TODAY INVITE A FRIEND TO SUBSCRIBE
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